Sir,

SARS-CoV-2 raises the challenge of controlling a pandemic within the community, and also preventing hospital transmission to medical staff and patients. As such, specific infection control measures are required. Following the recommendations of the French Health Authority, departments dedicated to patients with COVID-19 were implemented in our hospital.

As the clinical presentation of COVID-19 is non-specific, a robust and accurate diagnosis is mandatory. According to the European Centre for Disease Control and Prevention, laboratory confirmation is required for suspected cases. Molecular testing of respiratory samples is considered to be the gold standard.

Viral excretion appears early in the course of symptoms \[[@bib1]\]. However, the turnaround times for the results of reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) often exceed 24 h, and laboratory diagnosis is threatened in some countries due to reagent shortages \[[@bib2]\]. In contrast, cessation of scheduled medical activities means that computed tomography (CT) is readily available. Although chest CT might be non-specific, in the context of the pandemic, it has been proposed as an alternative to RT-PCR for early confirmation of COVID-19 \[[@bib3]\].

We report six cases aged 62--80 years who had positive RT-PCR results. They all presented with symptoms compatible with viral pneumonia (fever \>38.0°C with cough and/or dyspnoea) between 23^rd^ and 27^th^ March 2020. On admission, all were placed in isolation with suspected COVID-19 and nasopharyngeal swabs were obtained. Chest CT was performed rapidly in all patients and revealed no abnormalities. Four patients were discharged with a diagnosis of viral infection not due to SARS-CoV-2. The other two patients required hospital management; one patient stayed in the pre-admission zone until the RT-PCR result was available, and the other patient was transferred to a non-COVID department. Upon receipt of the RT-PCR-positive results, the discharged patients were contacted and given information about the disease, and the patient in the non-COVID department was transferred rapidly to a COVID department.

These findings emphasize the need to: (i) apply standard precautions rigorously in all patients with respiratory symptoms; (ii) organize hospitals into specific departments for patients with COVID-19, patients without COVID-19 and a pre-admission zone for suspected cases awaiting diagnosis; (iii) delay transfer of patients with suspected COVID-19 until a final robust diagnosis has been made; and (iv) achieve faster turnaround times for the results of RT-PCR than currently available in many settings.

Although RT-PCR is considered to be the gold standard for confirmation of a diagnosis of COVID-19, false-negative results have been reported \[[@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5]\]. Although chest CT is known to be negative for the first days after symptom onset, CT has been proposed for prompt diagnosis in the case of respiratory symptoms \[[@bib3]\]. However, in these studies, RT-PCR was mainly performed on throat swabs, which probably display lower sensitivity \[[@bib6]\]. Indeed, while the optimal sample has not been defined for SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR, nasopharyngeal swabs are more sensitive for influenza viruses \[[@bib7]\]. Furthermore, all of these studies included RT-PCR designed at the beginning of the pandemic when few viral genomes had been sequenced. Currently, according to the World Health Organization\'s recommendations, at least two viral targets should be amplified \[[@bib8]\].

In the context of the pandemic, patients with COVID-19 should be admitted to specific wards. Suspected cases should be held in a pre-admission zone until a final robust diagnosis has been made. Our cases highlight significant difficulties associated with the diagnosis of COVID-19. Microbiological and radiological examinations are probably complementary, but both have limitations. The final diagnosis should be made by clinical assessment in conjunction with testing. Rapid and accurate molecular methods are needed urgently for this purpose.
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